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1 Reported at meeting of the American Physical Society, January 2-3, 1948
nuclear evaooration proper, and nuclear transparency, which concerns the probablility that a high energy particle pass through a nucleus with the loss of only a certain fraction of its energy.
Part A Unless Eo' the energy of the incident particle, is large compared to its mean energy loss per collision, (---20 Mev), the incident particle will almost certainly be unable to penetrate through the nucleus; there will be zero transparency. But if E is many times this critical value, thin~s may o be more comolex. To get a rough idea of what hapnens, assume the stopping power of the nucleus to be like that of a Fermi gas of protons and neutrons, so that "'Then a particle strikes it the resulting-action may be considered as a succession of n-p, n-n, and p-p interactions(3( 3)For a discussion of the~hysical model here involved, see R. Serber?
hysl Rev., 72, 1115 Rev., 72, , (1947 We represent the interaction between the incident particle and an average particle of the nucleus by 2-of scattering in the reference system in which the struck particle is at rest; and Ii. k. is the momentum of one of the two colliding particles in their center of gravity system. When this result is aoplied to collid;)ns within the nucleus, two complications must be considered: the eyclusion~rinciple limits possible momentum transfers, and the struck particle is not at rest. For energies of the oreer of 100 Mev, 1.»,«. except for imnrobable values of I" , so that the momentum transferred to the struck particle is almost always n~~lrly normal to that of the incident narticle. To simnlify, assume it is always eJ\actly normal. The cross-section for energy loss E is now obtained from (2) and the relation 2.
where f is the momentum of the struck narticle. T"'hen this cross-section is averaged over the Fermi momentum sohere of radius~F and summed over all values of ,4• .L f: such that (I;.;; -I-f--"") 7. >fF1.. , so that the exclusion principle is satisfied; the result is where
A plot of this cross section, camprreo with that for collisions between free particles is given in Figure 1 for the case of TrCRL-29 -7-incident beam energy of 100 Mev. The average energy loss E per collision in nuclear matter may now be computed by numerical integration of (3). In Figure 2 it is plotted along with the corresponding quantity for free collisions.
For further work it is convenient to fit the function de-/d<f) 
where the constants are chosen to give the correct value of the average energy loss.
Given that a particle is incident on a nucleusJit will undergo say n collisions before coming to a stop or emerging from the nucleus, and will lose a quantity t: of ener£?;y. We wish finally to get Pf) ct..E , the probability of an energy loss E in range dE. To get this we comoute 
To derive (4) consider the expression
, / -' c:: ' . is the probability of the incident particle going a distance x{ , ,.e-q t.v t ,the probability of going a further distance X t , without collision, 9fter the first collision, etc, The integrations are subject to the obvious restrictions 
where q, ::. (iT·Cf.' )/"-. is the geo.inetric mean of the <7,: 
tTCRL-29
-9-the probability that the incident particle is itself caDturedby the nucleus.
The distribution (5) '-r:r;--r; (6) '1f 11 ( 6) V. "Teis skopf, Phys. Rev. 52, p. 296 (193'7) where til is the probability per second that a nucleus A ejects where 14 is the mass number.
Ultimately, of course, the precise form of 5 (C) might be deduced from (6) by an experimental measurement of or some related function.
In the application of (6) we have used, for the heavy comnonent:
All in Wev. Present uncertainties in the interactions between high energy nuclear particles, as well GS in the density of states of excited nuclei, limit our ability to construct a theory of high energy nuclear reactions.
However, there seem to be no· inconsistencies between present ideas on these matters and nuclear stars as observed in~hotographic plates.
Part C
As a second mathematical method for treating nuclear evaporation, we n01ll T describe the method of "reaction nrobabilities". To illustrate, let be the probability that a nucleus of excitation lr dissipate all this energy~n the nvanoration of one n~utton and one proton, except possibly for a rema~nder less than a neutron b~nd~ng energy.
If, for example the nucleus is excited by deuterons then Q, r(f') is the probability of a nuclear reaction of type f' £,~fl), given that the deuteron nroduces excitation (X). The total nrobability for the~/"-f )rEaction,
given that the deuteron hits the nucleus, will be simnly the average of , weighted by the prohability for excitation x --described in Part A.
One way in which the nucleus may undergo the reaction f/ "' f-f ) is to wait for a time t l after excitation without evaporating anything, then to evaporate the neutron in time dt l , then to wait a further time t 2 without evaporating anything, then to evaporate the proton in a time dt 2 • After the nroton is emitted, the remaining energy of the nucleus must be less than E~~, the binding energy of the neutron, or else some further narticle will eventually be emitted (ignoring the small '"'robability of r-ray emission), and the reaction will then not be of type ftJ "') )• order "an intel!·,.al of form· P1S~)~~,-tr(~~f, ') .
.~IN . .~~y.{s.·-V) JĨ ::. , I
Itdoes not· seem possible to evaluate the integrals of type (9) , rated almost always comes off with kinetic energy not far from the average kinetic energy -r, , which is easy to compute in terms of r . Similarly, the second evaporate0 narticle almost always comes off with kinetic energy ncar s~, and so on. It is convenient to introduce the variables
is:
And the Tavlor series for~(
CJ"1;! will converge rapidly. Substitutions from (11) 
Part D.
A third mathematical method for formulating the problem of nuclear reactions is to use diffusion equations, probably the best method for Computing effects dependent on many nuclear reactions; for effects dependent on only a few reactions the method of Part C seems best.
.
Consider a stream of protons incident on the end of a cylinder of nuclear matter of length x~. Let x be distanoe from point of entry, E the energy of an incident proton. If IJ(~~)s the probability at position x that the incident particle have energy below E, then
where Eo is the maximum value of E at which P(:/ E) is non-zero, and
tr(E) E ) is the probability per unit distance that an incident particle with energy E suffer an energy loss' • This eguEtion of course neglects Let e, (/(, E ) :t>e the probability at distance x that the incident particle has kinetic energy below E and has collided with n nucleons. Then a second formulation of the transparency problem is furnished by writing:
The first integral on the right of (13) sums over those processes which contribute to increases in~. (i J f ), the sFcond over those processes which contribute to decreases. (13; is a set of simultaneons diffusion equations rather than a sir~le one as given by (12). (13),~y distinguishing the separate terms in the series P(x,0) : : f~,01 f) seems more detailed than needed in computing nuclear transparencies. (13) like (12) ignores angular scattering.
To treat evaporation, consic1er R( (f X) the probability at time t after it is struck, that an excited nucleus have excitation X.
where Ui(!,)) is the probability per unit time that a nucleus'with ex:" citation X lose excitation r through evaporation of some particle or 
d ky(t)
where D(o J ().f is probability Ftt time t that the struck nucleus has emitted nr3cisely V ions and possesses an excitation less than X.
To comnute the observable quantity Rlj. (cxJ) is now just a matter of quadratures, once P(v, t,l fj is found, The equation determining this function is
(17) is a set of simultaneous integral-differential-difference equations.
We can simY'\lify somewhat by considering P as a smooth function of a continuous variable )j and then renlacing this set of equations by a tTCRL-29 -20-the asymmetry will be import~l~if~is of the oreer of 1 or greater.
We have
YI
If the foil is as light as aluminum, ItF 27, other conditions as above, then ' t?;. ::::,") and the asymmetry may be a sizeable effect.
For a more detailec treatment of the angular distribution, let i) ( t \p) be the probability at time t after it is struck, that the target nucleus has already emitted an ion with momentum P • ') (GO I '-:p ' ) will be obsc'rvable from experiment. It is given bỹ~t
where A(i I r) P) o..PJ f is nrobability at time t that the struck nucleus have a momentum 1.5"' and an excitation g, andVCv.., P) .,I, p -, 
where by conservation of energy, X I is given by
From the expression for W in ?art B it is easy to show I~d~''iI..... ,""-..--r---< r:
